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ABSTRACT 

An extremely versatile, high speed, tunnel diode 
stabilized threshold dete.ctor is desc%,ibed. The device 
is d.c. coup-led, and'uses negative feedback to control 
the hysteresis. The hysteresis is adjustable from less 
than 1 millivolt to 5 volts. \rJhen the hysteresis is set 
below 1 millivolt, the device·serve~ as a stable zero 
cro.ssing detector. The existing experimental. threshold 
detector operates from d.c. to 500 kc/s.; the switching 
speed at the olltput is 30 nSf Operation at frequencies 
above 1 mc/s. i.s.:feasible. . 

. Two tunnel diodes set the thresholds of the device. 
The thresholds depend only on the peak currents and peak 
voltages of the tunnel diodes. The va:lley currents, arid . 
voltages. have no effec.t on the transfer characteristic. 
Since the peak .currents and peak voltages have a high 
degree of stability, the transfer characteristic is very 
stable. A static analysis yields theoretical expressions 
for the·transfer characteristic. 

The tunnel diode stabilized threshold detector is· 
the most sophisticated device presented in the thesis. 

The report begins with a discussion of some bas.ic 
threshold detectors. A Schmitt trigger. a flip-flop, 
a four transistor complementary flip-flop. and a 
differentially driven flip-flop are included. Analyti.cal .. 
expressions yielding the static transfer characteristics 
of these devices are presented. 

Another more complex threshold detector which 
,utilizes negative feedback is included. This device 

/' uses two flip-flops in conjunction with a latching 
circuit to set .. thethr~sholds. It is not as stable 
as the tunnel ~iode circuit. and is intended to have 
a hysteresis of ".1 volt 'to ·10 volts. The experimental· 
model. can have .as little as 1 millivolt of hysteresis; I 

but, the thermal. stability is not good. The device . 
operates from d.c.'to 200 kc/s.; the output is capable. 
of switching.1 ampere. in 30 nSf A static a.nalysis of 
this device is: p~sented.· 

Thesis Supervisor': John' S. MacDonald 
Title: Aa,iatan1; Profesaor Of. Electrical Engineering. 
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. CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

1.1 The ~eneral Switching Threshold Detector 

Threshold·detectors an~ limiters have been used 

for phase measurement and for analog to digital conversion. 

NOJi,~:withltbe developmen1t of new switching systems, there 

is an increased demand for fast. stable threshold detectors. 

In general, a threshold detector is a two port 
\ ' , 

device having"an input and' an output. The output has two 

states. 'There i~a range of input voltages for which either 
..•• ! •• 

output state :tnayo'ccur d!lpending on the historY,of the inp~t. 

this is the hys~eresis range. For input vo1tages above and 

"below the. hysteresis ~~nge, only one output state· is pos

sible. ' 

~ special threshold detector, having an output .,. 

voltage which changes, states whenever the input voltage 

crosses zero,is called a zero crossing.detector. 'Such 

devices are reali2;able with simple elec,tronic circuits'. 

However. all pract~cai ze~o crossing det~ctors have a 

transfer characte,r.istic which fluct~ates with time, temper

atuX'e,and frequency,. so that they can achieve the ideal /. . , , . 

.' transfer .characteristic only.- ,for short peri~ds of time • 

. . Thus, practical~~r~', ~rossing detectors are us~ful only if 

the input signal exceeds the long term fluctuations of their 

\ hysteresis and detection point. The fluctuations limit the 

useful sensi,tivi ty' of a zero crossing detector~: .'" 
" " 
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. Fig. 1 TransferChar4cteristic ~f ,4 Thresholc:t Detector 
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The purp<?seof this thesis is to'describe some 
, , . 

techniques and circuitswh.ich are useful for threshold 

detection. All the, circuits are d.c. coupled; that is, 

,all the circuits presented in this paper are designed 

to work at arbitrarily low frequencies. Zero cr~ssing 

detection and feedback control'of hysteresis are' given 

special emphasis. . 
Chapt,er 1 is a collection of circuits and 

concepts used in threshold detecti~n. The limiter and 

threshold' detector' are ,introduced and compared. A 

number of threshold, detectors are discussed briefly. 

Expreasionsyielding their theoretical static transfer 

characteristics are included. The differentially ',driven 

flip-flop, a cireui t, ,which uses preamplification' to 

'reduce the 'hysteresis width, is discussed. Analytical: 

express.ions for'the transfer characteristic are, aga~n, 

included. Fin~lly, the concept of feedback control, of 

the 'hysteresis width is intr.oduced. 

, Chapter, 1 provides a background and 'extended ' 
, . 

-introduction for ,chapter 2 ~ Two more sophil!'ticated' 

circuits u~ilizing ne'gative feedback are presented in 

,/chapter,2. The operation of these' circuits is' discussed 
, . 

in detail" and th~ theoretical transfer characterist'ics 
. ' . . , ' 

" ' 

'are calcu'l~ted. The sec<?nd' circuit presented"l.n t,he ' ' 

" 

, I ,,' " , 
chapter" the tunnel diode stabilized -circuit" 'is' extremely 

I',: ,,' 
" . :: "', .. 

'., 
, , 
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versatile ~d ~table •. This circuit has a hysteresis 

width which' can .. be . varied from 5 volts to less than l' 

millivolt. It ope~ates at speeds up to SOOi·.kct., . 

improv~dcircuits may ~perate at speeds greater th~ .;. , 
I" • 

l··ilI1cls. 

1.2 Switching Devices vs. Limiting Devices 

'A limiter is·another device which is commonly 

used as a zer~'Qrossi~g~detector. This device has a 

transfer characteristic which is similar to a threshold 

detectorexcept'thatthe hysteresis range is replaced. 

by a region "w~ere:'the liJhi tel' acts as an amplifier." 

Conlid.~ .• th~e&hold detocto~ with & hy.t.~ •• i. 

region of 'width W which is centered about zero. Let 

the input signal be A sin wt. The output of·the thresh

old detector will have a phase lag, '8 t where 

-8 ="sin-l(W ) . ., .!X' 
The switching .time 'of.the output of' the threshold detec- . 

tor is constant regardless of the amplitude pf the input, 

sign,al •. 

If··the".s'ame.:signal is used as the inp~t to a 11 
.' ..... 

/., . , 

limiter with an amplification region.,of::·widthh~ which is 
/ 

/centered.about zero; 'then the output will have'. rise 
.'. " 

. time .. ,Tr • where 
·1 . , 

Tr= ~ '~~n-l(;;) .... 
. ,j .~ 

'!' " 

The limiter does not h~ve any .phase· shift' from tha 

input to' the output •.. · . . ",: . '.... : .. ,' ,.:'. 

. ' 
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When the hysteresis width of the threshold 

detector is se't to zero, the device becomes a zero 
'. ;.' :.(. ',t.. • ' 

crossing,d~tector. ,Similarly, when the gain of the 

limi tel' in its amplifying region be,comes infinite , it 

becomes a zero cr.ossing detector. 

In practice, stable limiters appear to be more 

difficultto.realize than stable threshold detectors. 
, , 

Furthermore, limiters do not have the useful hysteresis 
I 

re,gion,which is the identifying characteristic of thresh~ 

old detectors. The hysteresis region is an integral 

part of certain two state modulation systems. Cl )' ;' 

1.3 Basic Threshold Circuits 

1.31 The Schmitt Trigger;' 

',The Sch~~ t~ 'trigger or emitter coupled mul tf

vibrator is probabiy the most common thNshold detector.f 2), ' 

'''A typical circiiit is pictured in fig. 3. The Schmitt 
-

trigger, is useful "~henever temperature, stability is no~ 

important. It is usu~lly acceptable when moderate or, 

large hysteresis' is ~equired si~ce temperature effects 

'are not important for ,such operation. If, h9wever. the 
" 

hysteres~s ,width 'is verY,critical, theSchmitttx.igger 

/cannot be used unless the' temperatures of the' transistors, 
.,/-

are· regulated. 

The,ci'ircu';it' of fig. 'S has the transfer ,charac-

teristic shown in fig. ~'where: . 

. The tl'ansist:ol', model used to obtain the theol'8tical 
" to' 

, " 

ex'pl'essions is 'discusse~in ' the appendix.:'· ,", ' 
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VI {RS [C6 1 +1)RE+Rr ] [(B 2-1 )RL -Rr ] + CB 2 +1)RES 1RL RS - C B2 +1 )RER1 CRr+RL)} 
e 1 = ~ 

D 

V2{CRr+RLHCBl+l)RE62RL+ C6 2+1)RERr ] + BlS2R~RS -- R1RS[CS;-1)RL-Rr ]}_ 

+ ----------------~------~--~~~--~~~~--~~--~--~~--D-
, 2 -

+.VBE{61B2RLRS ~- B2RLRrCRr+RL) 
- . 

RI~S [C B2-1 )RL -Rr ]} 

D--

-Vl~ + V2RL . -2 
" .. 

RL + RE 
- ; 

I 
Q) 

I 
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~~ t~e voltage drop across RI (due to the base 

current of Ql)is. small compared to th'e hysteresis width, 
. . 

e1-'e2 " then RI can be neglected. Generally, RI' c~be 

eliminated if: 

'. (i~~~)RERL" 
'R « ............. -----

I ~ + RL 

If RI is;'ne$Iigible", then.!. 
• ',' " " • '. I • ~, 

D 

where D is the same as before. 

e 3 and e .. are unchanged • 

. If RS .»· RF, then t~e,~expressions>can(~be . 

simp1ifiedin.anotherway. 
. ',1" ", 

,. 

If RI is,!l2! neglected ,the 

expressions fQr,ei'~de2 become:.' 

= 
. V 1 { [ ( B 1 + i) RE + RI ] [ ( 8 2 -1) RL" RF] + 81 RL (B 2 + 1 ) RE } . 

D' 

',':, D' 



where 

e 3 and e 4 are, again, unchanged~ 

The e'xpressions. above. are correct if the 

equilibrium st~tes ,of Q2 are the cut off state and the 

saturated, state. 

The' :temperature dependence of this threshold 
, , 

detector is introduced through B 1 CT), B 2 C,T)., 'and VBECT). 

Bl and B2 are th~ ,current g'ains of the transistors Ql 

, ~nd Q2 respectively.' ,VBE is the base to emitter v,ol tage 
j : 

of the tr~nsistors when they are active or ~~t~rate~. 

VBE has been apprQxima~ed as a constant. it is ~n 

'reality a logarithmic ,function of the emitter:current.~:3) 
, " 

For a fixed emitter current,' 
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Ano~her," problem a~sociated with the Schmitt 
"",\,, .'. ': 

'trigger is' the,: input. impedance. 'the input impedan'ce. 

is not constant; it depends on the state o,f the' circuit. 

If Ql, is off, the input impedance is very large, if Ql 

is saturated, the input impedance is much lower. If 

the impedance" of the source which is driving the Schmitt 

trigger. is not su'fficiently low, then the varying input 

impedance may cause",i d'~c." level shift at the input. 
I ' 

This, of course, results in a shift of the thresholds. 

1.32 Flip-Flops 

Another circ~itwhich can be used as a thresh-
:.' :.(. .1. 

old detect!?r is the flip-flop. Fig. S illustrate. a 

typicai circuit~ Using the"notat~on of fig. ~t the 

transfer charact~ristio of the flip-flop is: 

e " • V ' 
3 1 



+ 

--
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Fig. 5 . A 'Typical Fli~-Flop" 

.. + 
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,V1RERI + V2RLRr + s2ei~RL 
el+ . ' e. > el+ 

RERr +, RiRI' + ,~RL ' :1. . 
V'Rr: + V2RL, 

el+ • I 
ei < el+ 

Rr: + RL 

Tbe;~:e~p~ssions. above. are correct providing 

that the ,circuit is adjusted so that the equilibrium 

states of: ' the transistor, Q2' are the cut off state 

and the saturated' state. 
, ' 

I . 

In fi'g., S. a resistor running from the base 

of ,Q2 to the lower supp'ly. V2 , is necessary if german

ium transistors are used. The resistor eliminates 'the' 

, problems caused by the. leakage ourrent flowing fro~ 

the collector to the base of Q2. If silicon transistors 

are. used. the resistor.is not needed. 

The temperature dependence of this threshold 

detector is, again,introduced through ~l' 82' and VBE -

'It is int,e~esting to note at this point. that 
" , . 

RE oan have a 'temperature stabilizing effect ont~e 

threshold voltages. To illustrate this fa'?t. let 

C 1 ) . 8 l,~'; 8 2 '~ :8 > > 1 ... ,8+ 1. S 

(2) ',RE[ Cs+l.) CRL +RF~] » RI[{',-l)RL -RrJ 

/.(3) 
.', 

Then; 

S'ince VSECT) has the approximate temperatu~ de~endence 
. /. 

of a diode. the, effect of 'VSECT) can ·be.minimize~ by . \ 

'compens'at,ing Vl\··an~Y2 with diod~s. 
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Unfor~~atelY, e l is dependent on temperature, 

in spite of RE~;' Nevertheless,', RE does have a stabilizing 

effect. , ' 

Often the flip-flop circuit is used without an 

emitter res~stor (~ = 0). Such a circuit is useful 
, , 

because the emitters can be grounded so that the base, 

potentials are only slightly' different from ground 

potential. With RE = 0 and V2 = 0, the transfer charac

teristi~of the l' flip-flop becomes. using the notation 

of fig. ,~~ 

" 

, e2=~V B~, :~,,'(V 1"': V BE) 
" . ' 

RI[(B 1-1 )RL-RFJ 
, 2 

B1B2RL 

RI ( C B l-l)RL -RFJ 

B 1 RL C RL + RF) 

VCECsat.) iS,the collector to eJ,nitter voltage, ofa 
, " 

transistor ~henitis 'saturated •. VCECsat.) is a 

,function of the collector and base currents.. " 

'With ~'= o. the flip-flop is very usef~l 

in constructingsy~et~ic complementary'cir~~i~s.', 'l:t' 
,is an important !!bullding\:,l)loClc!'. 

Like theSchmi tt trigger, the flip-flop ; 

has a s,wi·tchin~ .. 'input 'impedance. ' ,When'Ql is ac~~ve or; , 

saturated. 'the :input i~p~dance is '~I (~'~ ~); whe.~, 
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Ql ~~ off, the input impedance is infinite. When Rt ~O. 

the fluctuation. of the input impedance is reduced. 

1.33 Symmetric Threshold Detectors Using Complementary' 

Flip-Flops. 

Using complementary flip-flops as building 

blocks, a number of symmetric threshold detectors may 

be constructed. .A typical c'ircuit .is· illustrated 'in 

fig. 6. The advantage of this' circ,uit is that the d.c. 

drift of the transfer characteristic will be very small' 

if complementary t.rans~stors are used •. ' Tempera~ure 

fluctuations' will. not cause a d. c. ot:fset in 'this devic~. 

However, a temperature change may cause the hysteresis ." ' . , 
width to 'vary. Another advantage of the circuit is 

that the input impedance i~ approximately constant. 

Using the notation of fig. 7, the transfer 

characteristic of the device is given by: 
<. t'·,· ~ 
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' .. 
The expressions, above, hold if the output 

transistors are either. cut off or saturated when the circuit 

is in equiliblium., 

. Switching' occurs as follows in the circuit 
, , 

of fig. 6~ . Let ei;:,ll.~Positive and decreasing.!.Initially. 
" I' 

Q1N and Q2P ares.aturated t Q2N and Q1P are off •. As ei".· 

decreases: 

(1) . Q1N becomes a·~t.ive~ 

(2) The magnitude of the. collector voltage of Q1N 

increases. , 

(3) Because, the magnitud,e of the collector voltage of 

Q is rising... the' magnitude of the base current f Q IN. . . 0 2P 

decreases. 
",' 

(4f Q2P comes out ,o~ satur~t,ion and becomes active_I, 

(5) " R~g~nera:tiy~awitchin'g occurs between ,Q1N' and Q2p. 
f ,0' 
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(6) Q1N and Q2P turn off., 
. ' I" 

(7) The by-pass capacitors causeQ1P and ~2N to become 

active., 

(8) Regenerat~ve s~itching occurs between Q1P and Q2N. 

(9) Q1P 'and Q2Nsaturate.' The switching is complete. 

'The symmetric device has three stable equil

ibrium sta'te's.Two of ,the states,' the desired states, 
. '" 

I. ' 

have two transistors saturated and two off. The third , , 

state has all the transistors off. This'''off'' state 

is undesira~le. ,'A relatively large swing\ in the input 
,.1'······· .. 

voltage maybe, required before the circuit "escapes"-

from this state,. Fortunately, by-pass capac:itors can be used 

to prevent 'the ",off" state from occurring.' When two' 

tran,sistors turnoff, the' capacitors bring the, other' 

two transistors into their active regions, and they . 
eventually saturate. 

In 'practice. the' "off" state occurs when the' 

circuit is energized by raising the, supply voltages ¥ 

,symmetrically-~--' O~ce,:thecircuit '~esc~pes" from the state,~ 
" 

it will not recurl~if"thecapaci tors are large enough so 
. . . ','. .' 

that the tw:o transistors which are 'initially off become 
" ... 

/.'acti ve bef~re the othElr 'tran~istors 'turn off., 'This is 

verifiedi~pr~ct'~,~e;'when the capaci tance~are increased 
:,. , • ":".' '::-.:": .•.••.. , I:', 

,'beyond a certain critical value. ,the ~off" state does not 
" 

recur;. 
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1.34 The Tunnel Diode Pair 

. Another .basic threshold detecting circuit, 

built around the tunnel diode pair is illustrated in 

fig.' 8. (4) Th~ tunnelt.·diodes are used to obtain an 

i-v characteri~~ic;'-':w:i'th a negative resistance. region 

which is symmetric about the origin. The analysis of 

this circuit is.' done graphically; i1: may be' found in 

the reference. • 

The hysteresis of the tunnel diode pair can 

be made as small as 1 mv. However, the hysteresis 

varies due t~ te'mpe rat l,lre ' fluctuations.' 'The circuit 

may oscillate; or, it may switch XO an extraneous 

stable point near the origin. Furthermore, the so~~ce 

impedance is verycr£tical to the operation of t~e' 

device. The'hysteresis is directly. dependent on this 

impedance. 

In order to avoid -confusion late'r, it. is 

necessary to explain why this device is not stable for 

fluctuating temperature. 'The non .. linear i-v charac-' 
. ,. 

teristic created. 'by the tunnel diodes depends not onl~ 

'on the stable peak'x'egi9ns of the tunnel diodes, but 

,/also on the unstable valley regions • .The i-v' charac';' . 
' .. 

teristl.o fluct~ates w~ tho temperature changes·because··.· 

.. of i'ta 'dependence on ·these 'v~lley regions· ... : 
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F~g.'8 'The Tunnel Diode Pair ' 
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1.4 General Techniques'for Reducing 01' Adjusting 'the , 

Hysteresis " ',,' 

1.41 Preamplification 

Preamplification is an obvious technique for 

hysteresis reduction. .However, the design of a simple' 
, , 

d.c. preamplifier is not so obvious. One possible 

circuit is the dif.ferentially driven flip-flop illus'!" 

trated in fig;, 9. ' 

The differentially' driven flip-flop is a 

simple circuit. It is also,inexpensiv~ because comple

mental'Y transistors are not required.' ,However, if 
, , 

matched,transistQrs in one package are used, the cost 

increases. 

In ordei' :,to analyze this circuit, the Thevenin' 
, " 

equivalent of the d;fferential amplifier, is used. 

(Cf. fig. 10)." The c~llector voltages of the tran~istors 

in the differential amplifier are modeled as a quiescent,' 

,voltage,ESt and an:a.c. voltage +es' or ~es. The drive 
'. . . 

resistance to the base of 'Ql an~'Q2 is RS. If the 

differential ,unpl;fier has some voltage gain', A, then, 

e' = Ae •• s 1., 

The circuit 'of figs ~ 9 & 10 has t~o distinct' . 

modes of operation'~.Assume, that initially, ,Qi is cut, 

off and Q2 ~ss~t~J;'ated •• Switching may occur in twp 

ways: If, Q~ becomes active before' Q2' ,thensw~tching 

will be' initi~ted;:i'lhen Q2; become,s ac~ive.,: If Q2 becC)~~~ 
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active before Ql,~hen switching will begin when Ql becomes 
, . . 

active. In the first mode, the previously saturated 

transistor initiates switching. In the second mode, 

'the previously cut off transistor initiates switching. 
, , 

The second mode 'is, 'preferable because each switching 

threshold depends on the current:gain of only one of the 

transistors. ' . 
,Assum~ng that switching is initiated when 

the cut off transistor becomes active, the transfer 

characteristic is given by (Cf. fig. '11): 

[(V l-V 2~VBE)RS+ . ~ES-VBE-V 2 ),(RL +Rr) J [.($ 2'-1) RL ~RrJRs 

A{ [2 (8'2+~~RE+(82 +l)RL +Rr lRS+2 (B2+1)~(RL+RF) >CRL +RF) 

The tran'~fer characteristic depends on th~ 
I. '! . 

. current gains of th~ transistors~ 'Thus,' temperature 

instabilit~"is . introduced. through the' current gains. 
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However, the gain of the differential amplifier decreases 

the hysteresis"~idth and fluctuations by the same amount. 

So. the differential amplifier does not magnify the 

fluctuations'relative to the hysteresis width. If the 

,hysteresis is s~ablewithout the differential amp~ifier, 

it will be' stabl~ with the differential amplifier assuming. 

of course. that ,the differential amplifier is stable. 

It is difficult to 'obtain a wide bandwidth ' 
i ' . ' 

with the ~ifferentially driven flip-flop and simultaneously 

maintain d.c. stability. I~ order to realize a bett.er 

bandwidth, it is ~ecessarY'to use higher quiescent currents; 

but. higher'currents result in greater d.c •. drift. 

1.42 Feedback Contr,ol of the Hysteresis 
'. t',.· ~ . 

,# .." •• •• 

Nega,tl.ve 'feedback reduces the hysteresis of 

a symmetric 'bistable device; positive feedback increases 

the hysteresis. Cl,early. a threshold detector with fixed., 

stable hysteresis can have a variable effective hysteresis 

,when feedb'ack is used. 

With sufficient negative feedback. a symmetric':, 

threshold detector can become a zero crossing ,detector. 

The e,ffect of' the feedback in this· case is' pictured ,in 

fig. 12. The feedback voltage shifts the .f;i;xed transfer 

Characteristic' along the ,input voltage axis. In the :: 

case of zero hysteresis. the threshold voltage required 

to cause the'device to switch·from the existing state to 
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the other state is always shifted so that it is 

positioned at zero input voltage. 

The stabilitY,of'a zero crossing detector •. 

operating with negative, f~ed~ack. depends. critically. 

on the stability of the hysteresis which exists 

initially without feedback. 'N~gative feedback reduces 

,the effective hysteresis; but, feedback has no effect 

on the fluctuations of the ·hysteresis. Thus. a sma14 

percent ,fluctuation of the hysteresis existing without 

feedback can cause drastic percent changes in the 

hysteresis of ~he 'zero crossing detector. 

The proble~ of realizing a zero crossing 

detector by the: feedb~ck method really involves the 

design of 'a stable ,_threshold detector. If a stable 
'. ' 

.threshold detector ~an be constructe4, then, when 

negative feedback: is' added. the smaller effective, 

hysteresis .will,be, stable. Some devicesrutilizing 

,feedback: to ,control their. hysteresis will'be'discussed' . 
in chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER XI 

FeedbaCk Control of Hysteresis 

2.1 Int~oduction 

. 'Feedback control ot hysteresis has been . , '" 

, . 

introduced in chapter 1. A.number of devices working 
, '. 

on t~efeedback principle have, been constructed in the 
. . . 

, laboratory ... Two devices will be considered here·:" a 

complementary latchingf,lip-flop circuit t and a 

complementary l'atching tunnel diode circuit. 

2.2' A 'Complementary Latching Flip-Flop Circuit 

,The schematic diagram of a practica~,comple

mentary latching flip-flop circuit is shown. in' fig. 13. 

This d~vice is designed to have a stable hysteresiLs 

which is adjustable fr'om .1 volt to 5 -volts. ,Although 

. the' circuit is not intended for use as a zero crossing 

detector, the hysteresiscan'be as small as 1 mv. 

However~ the potentiometer settings become very critical 

at this leve~ because.this particular c:ircuitis designed 

fo~ higher levels,. ,Operation of .. this 'or similar circuits 
• . ::1 ,",:" " ,'" ...• 

·at mv. lev,e~s'is' not' ~commend~d unless the ambient 

temperature is fairly constant because the h~steresis 

/depenas.,partially, ~n the VBE's and B's of the ,transistors. 

The emitter·follower driver transistors are 
" 

necessary'in orde~/t~ obtain'eno~gh drive for the output 

transistors. ' The device is Qapable of switching up to 
, '. '," 

1 amp. at 200 ~c/s~ 'or' ~ower,.·. 
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,Th~ ,operation of the complem~ntary latching 
, 

flip-flop is indicated in the block diagram of fig. ',lll. ' 
, \ 

_The output circuit has only one input on at a, 

time; the' o~her input is off. The output state deter-
. 

mines which inp,ut is on. For example, when.the output 

is positive, Ilis on and 12 is off. 

is negative, 12 ,is: on ,and I 1 : is off. 

, 
When the output 

',The output' circui t serves two purposes.' It", 
, I 

selects two of the four thresholds present in the input" 

circuits. This results in improved stability and 
, . 

reliabili ty because ,otherwise the flip-flops would r,:.l;! , 

depend 'on a.c~'coupling to achieve", in effect,' two' 

.states., Furthermore, switching, can be initiated at the 

output only by 'turning off 'the transistor which is 
, 

initially on." Thus,:the'output transistors cannot'be 

'on at the same time. 

The~·~tar:ting circuit is necessary ,to eliminate 
,'. . , . 

a state in which all the transistors are off. theoret

ically, the starting circuit is only necessary when 

power is ini:tially' applied to the circuit. The sta~ting 

"circuit pulls the main ,circuit out of the "off" mode., 

"Thereafter', the a.c. coupling in the output circuit 

should prevent any recurrence of the "off" mode. However, 

in, pra~tic~, the a~c.coupling may fail occasionally 

causing the main circuit to switch to the "off" mode. 

The starting circuit is'designed to detect when such 
• ,: '." 

a failure occurs and to automatically ret!"atal't the cil'cuit. 
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Referring to fig. lS, the 'sw~tching of the 
. circuit normally . the following ma.n occurs .n ~eQ.uence. 

Assume that the input signal is large, positive, and 

decreasing. 11litia'11y Q1' Q4' a~d Qa are saturated~ .. 

Q2' Q3' Qs • Q7'" and ,,01 are 'off. Q6 and D2 are on. 

As the input signal 'decreases: 

(l~ Ql becomes ac.tive and. e.ventually turns off. 
\ . 

This'does;,not cause the other transistors to switch 
... ' j, 

because Qa is held off by the feedback from the output~ 

(2) Q2 becomes active. 

( 3) Th,e magni tude of the collector voltage of Q'2 decreases. 

(4) Because the magnitude of the voltage'a~ the coilector 

of Q2 i.s decreasing, the magnitude of th~ 'bas~ c;urrent 
'" : .,' 

of Q4 decreases. 
. , 

(S) .Q4 becomes active. 

(S) Rege'nerative switching occurs between Q2 and' 'Q4 ~ . 
",,- . 

(7) Q2 turns ~m;Q4 tu~ns off. 

( a) 'Qs turns Qff. Qs .is pulled on by the a.c .. coupling· 

from the collector of ~4. 

(9) QS turns, pff'; and 'Q., turns on. 'The output Voltage 

!»witches. At this point·QS and Q7 are held on by the· .... 

capacitors' alone. 

(10) The.feedbackfrom; the outputturnsD2 off.D'l 

turns 'on so that Q4 is held off., 

(11) Immediately after D2 turns.off" Q3 'becomes active 
(I , 

and. then quicklY'sa't'urates because of 'the, current comi.~g 

from' Qlth~u~h R~ •. · ': (Ql is still off.)' 
~" , 
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(12) Q3 holds QS o~. , .. 
. '. 

(13) QS holds Q7 ~n saturation. The switching is complete. 

Switching in the other direction follows by symmetry • 

. The starting circuit affects the main circuit 
','" " 

,only when the m:ain circu~ t is in the undesirable "off'" 

mode; i .. e •• when all the transistors in the output 

circuit are off simultaneously. When'"the main circuit· 

is in the off mode and when the inp~t sign,als are small, 
. I 

Ql through Qa ,are off. and Dl and D2 are on~ .(Cf. fig •. 

lS for' notation.) Starting occurs in the following 
.' Of • 

manner: 

(1) Q10 becomes active and eventually saturates. (VS<V~) ,. 
-

(2) Q4 .is pul~ed .on.by Q1O· 
(3) Q4 turns Qs on. 

(4) QS drives Q7 on and in"to. saturation so' that the output 

. switches to the positive state. The outp~t is now in an 
.A: 

allowed state.· .: .... " 
.;'. ~',.,.. 

(5) ,Q10 becomes active and then turns off •. The starting 

circuit no longeraf~ects the main circuit~ 

If the input·signal·is large positive or·negative. 
, . . 

then the main circuit may start wi:thout the starting 

/ circui t depending, on the size. of RD and ,RS relative to 

the feedback .resis~ors '~'4 and RS. If the JIlain circuit 

does not start automatically,then the starting circuit 

. will start it although the switching sequence is ;not 
. , 

the same as 'it is with'"small input signals. 
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When th~output is in the positive ,state, 
.. . ,. 

Q9 is on. '~9 shunts the, .base of ,Ql,O; so that QJ:Q is' 
, ' 

off. When the output is in the negative state. Q9 

and Q10 are, ,both off. Thus. the'starting circuit 
, . 

does not affect, the" ma.in circuit when the output is 

in either the positive or the negative state. 

The ~'iOd~S t 'D3 and D4 t are ~s~d to ~ift 

Q3 and Q4 slig~tly ~bove ground potential.' These 
"I ' 

'diodes inconjun'ction with Dl and D2 give short circuit' ' 

protection at the output when th'e resistors are 

properly choseri'~" :If the output 'is shorted to ground.' . 

then Q3 andQ4 are, both held ,off by thedioges. D1,and',' 

D2• 'The diodes at the output protect the' circui t 

from inductive loads. 

The static hysteresis of· the complementary latching, 

flip-flop is calculated with the aid of figs. '15 S 16. 

The resistive 'bal~rtce' circuit has been replaced by 
" " 

a resistor. RB• ,The switching threshol~s occur when' 
, ' 

Qaor Q4 is at t,he,bracU<point be,tween the ,off and the 

'active stat~":':"Ifti)e .'output is ,initiallY-in the positive' 

state. 'swi:tchingwill occur when:, 

VB-- e , .- c 
R ,,' 

L 
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'R 
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By symmetry, 

R " ___ ..... ...:2=--___ ) 

R1R2 + Rl~3. + R2 R3' 

YDRI . ;'.' .. RI RI ... --Y""{l- + -} R . l.Ul~. '."". Rf + RL RB F . " \ 

( Y CE ( sat .,>. .. VB~)" R2RI .. 
. . R1R2 + 'R1Ra + R2~a' 

fig. 17. 

The' transfer'characterist~c.i~ ~llustrated in 

The hyst~resis' is temperature~ependent because, . , .. 
'YBE • YCE(sat.)', YD,·~d 81 through 8 .. all depend on 

, temperature. If the unit is operated at a fixed ambient 

temperat,ure, then,th4 threshold is very stable. In .fact,,; 
, • t", 

if the ~empera~u~~:'::i:~;:: :stable ,a <lompiemf!ntary .. ;Latching . 
• .' _ ':-' " .: ~ 1'. ~ I ; " .:' , 

flip-flop circuit ~an be desl.gnlild to·operateat.milli~ 
: ',. . . . .' 

/ 
'vol~ l'evels •. 
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2.3 A.Tunnel Diode Stabilized Threshold Detector 

A practical tunnel diode stabilized complementary" . . 

latchi!lg circuit. ~s shown in fig. 1.8. The hysteresis' 

width can be adjusted from S volts to less than 1, 

millivolt byva~ying thenegativefeedl:?ack. .The 

transfer characteristic of the device is quite stable 

for tempera:ture fluctuations normally encountered in 
, .. \. 

the laboriltOI'Y~:, ~i~device is an extremely versatile 

threshold dete~tor. because of the wi'de range of 
. . 

hysteresis widths. . However tit is t ;I.primarily t~'intended 

for:~.us'e:'as~:a,)zero!'c~ossing. detector.:'· Pictures of the: 

transfer charactex\:Lstic of the tunnel diode circuit 

are included in fig. 19. The' device operates ,at . ' 

• . . . . ' " .. r ., 

frequencl.es below·SOO kc/s. 

',: r The tunnel diode circuit operates. on the 

, same principles as· the. flip~flop device of section 2.2 •. 

However, thet,~nn'el diode device, has superior' stabili t,y , 
; .. ' ~t'· .,' , .••. 

and speed., 

The ou't,put circuit of the device is similar 

to the one~n the flip;;'flop cir-cui t. But t it' serves 

a much more' imp~rtarrt purpose in thiS: device. ' Each', 

of the bistable tunnel'diode circuits has one very 

stable' threshold which depends on the peak current .; 
~~I . . 

of the' diode. . The 'other threshoid which depend,S on 

. the vailey current' is "ot so' stable~ Because 9f the, . . 

output circui t ~only the stable . th~e.sh~ici·,!c;a'us~s 
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Verticih.~: Output 5 v./div. 
Horizontal: Input 5 mv./div. 

Upper Vcrtic&~: Input '50 mV./div. 
Lower Verticll: Output lO v./div. 
Horizontal: Time .5 me./div. 

Fig. 19(b) Experimental Transfer Characteristic 
10 Millivolt~Hysteresis 
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Vertic.!: Output 
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Vcrticill.&: Out::>ut 5 v./div. 
Horizontal:' I~put SO ~v./div. 

Up~er Vertic~i: Input 50 ~v./div. 
Lower Vertic~.: Output 10 v./div. 
HOI"izontal: Time .5 ms./div. 

rig. 19 (d) Experimental Transfer Character,istic 

Zero Crossing Detectio~ 
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switching at the o~tpu~. The other unstable threshold 
, .. 

is ignored,. The output circuit also prevents both 

output transistors from coming on simultaneously. 

T~e starting circuit is necessary to 'eliminate 
. :"'" " " 

a state. for which both o\itput transistors are off ' 

simultaneously. The starting circuit acts only when' 

such a state" occurs, otherwise, it does not affect the 

main circuit. 

The complementary emitter follower is used' 

to obt~in 'a. high inp~t impedance. The low' output 
, " 

impedance of the emitter follower also improves the 

stability of the threshold detector by prev~nting 

interaction 'of,the --bistable tunnel diode circuits., 
" . ~ , .. , 

It maybe helpful. to review the s'tatic 

. operation of a 'basic bistab"le 'tunnel diode circuit. 

Such a device .togetherwith.~· transistor amplifier 
.:\ .' 

is pictured. in . fig: •. ·21'(a). An equivalent 'circuit', 
.' .' . 

. is ,included in fig •. 2f(b). The effect of t~e tran-; 

sistor' is' modeled as. a' diode. The base leakage .. · 

curren·t isneglecteq •.. ··lt must b'e small compared 
.', 

. '. (:' .. '. .: . . 
. with the pea~curret:l:t of the tunnel diode l.f the 

,"threshold dep'endi~g:on the peak current is to. be stable.' . . .. 

Silicon .transi~tors· ·whi<;:hhave leakage, currents 'in 
. .' 

the ord~r of nanoamperes are used. so, the leakage 
" . ".' 

.' current is certainly negligible in' comparison with 
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, , 

the tunnel diode peak current of 1 milliampere. The 
.q I " 

RD' RC network·ris ased to raise the tunnel diode about 

300 ,milli,volts above ground potential. This is neces- , 

sary when a germanium tunnel diode is used in conjunc

tion with a .'sil,icon transistor. Then :the transistor 

, is off when the tunnel diode is in the low voltage 

state and ~n when the tunnel diode is in' the high voltage 
~ 

state. This bias,voltage can be eliminated or. at least. 

reduced ifsili'con, or gallium arsenide tunnel diOdes' 

are used instead of ~He germanium tunnel diodes. 

The biasvoitage is critical to the operation 

of the circuit •. The 'voltage .must be low enough so that . 
, when the tunnel diod~ is in the low voltage state. the 

transistor base cur,~ent is negligiblle. For operation 
, , . ',' '. -3 

at millivolt levels. the base curre~t must be 10 " of 

the tunnel diode peak current. On the oth~r hand. the 

bias voltage must 'be' ,high enough so that when the tunnel 

diode is in the high voltage state. the b~se current 

is high enough to turn the transistor on. Preferably. 

the base' current should b,e high enough to saturate the 

transistor •. ' The uS,e of silicon ~r ~allium arsenide' . ' 
, , ,,: 

Itunnel diodes is recommended since. then. the bias 

: is not so critical and may even be unnecessary. The'. 

circuit of fig. 18 uses germanium tunnel 'diode's,. The .. 
. bias current and voltag~ must be changed if, other' 
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·tunnel diodes are employed. 
, , 

. Fig. :22 (aJthrOUg~ (i) are self explanatory. 

The ,tunnel diode. transistor. RB.' Re' and Rn have a 

nonlinear i-v characteristic which has a negativ~ 

resistance re'gion, ,(Fig .. 22(e». The load line depending " 

on ei' R1 • and RA is superimposed· on' the nonlinear 

characteristic (F,ig. 22(g). (h)., and (i». e i shifts 

the load line along ,the voltage axis. When ei = O. 

there are two stable state,s. When e i is greater than 

some positive voltage. only one stable state. the high 

voltage state • exists.' ',when'ei is less than some 

negative voltage. onlY.the low voltage state is stable. 

If the circuit is initially in the low voltage state. 
(,' 

and if ei becomes' so 'positive that the load line no 

'longer intersects the low voltage region of' the curve •. 

then the circuit' will switch to the high voltage state. 

Switching ,in the .otherdirection occurs in. the same, 

manner. 

The voltage at'which the bistable'tunnel diode 

circuit switches from the low'voltage state to the high 

voltage state is dependent.on the peak current of the 

tunnel diode. The peak current is very stable; for a 

,selected di,ode.it·'may change by only a few percent for· . .', .,. . . . 

a temperatu~ 'changeof 100 °c. Therefore. the threshold, 
' .. 

which depends on the peak current is yery sta~le., 
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The tunnel diode threshold detector is drawn . . 

in a different form in fig. 23. The emitter follower 
. . 

has oeen replaced by a voltage source, ei' and a 

resistor,RI·• The.,.cl~p diodes have been a'liminated 
, .. 

since they do'notaffect the operation of the circuit . '. 

at small signals. 

Referring to fig. 23, the,switching sequence 

is as follows •. Assume thatei is initially large, 

positive, and decreasing. 'Initially, TDl is in the' 
, ' 

high voltage state; TD2 is in the low· voltage state. 

Ql' Q3' and Q6ar~ s'aturated; Q2' Q4', and QS are off.' 

As 'the signal decreases:' 

(1) T~l switche's" from the high voltage state to the 

low voltage s'tate. 

(2) Ql ~witches O.ff. No switching is initiated in Qa 
or QS becauseQa is.~eld in saturation by 'the feedback 

from the output •. 
. . 

(3)TD2 switches' to' the high voltage state. This' 

initiates switch·ing •. ', 

(4) 

(5) 

• .:1. "" ..: ," .' .. 
Q2' SWl. tche.s·.·. ~n·.·: .. :. '. 

. Q2 pulls Qq, on and into saturation •.. 

/(6) Q4 ,turnsQs off., The output volt~ge rises. 

(7)' 'l)le a.c. '~.oupiin~ .from the ,output c~use,s Q3 to 

become active. 

(8) Th~ magnitude, of the collector voltage 0~.Q3 

, i~creases causing Q~'"to become active:. 
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(9) Qa and QS switch regeneratively. The output 

voltage reaches ''the positive state. 

Switching in the other direction follows by symmetry. 

·The dis.c~s~ion. above. gives the impression 

that the sWitch.ing occurs' in rough ~teps. This is not 

true; switching at the. output is rapid (30 ns.), and. 
, . , . 

con tinuous •. 

From "the discussion of 'theswi tching sequence. 
i 

it is apparent that the operation of the output circuit 

depends, critically, on the,. a.c. coupling. Without the, 
" '. . . ~ 

a.c. coupling, the output voltage would switch to 

ground potential and remain there. When th! a.c. coupling 

capacitors are properly selected, the output switches 
I··.·· • 

smoothly betw~en the positive voltage and: the ~egative 

voltage. 

The star~ing circuit affect's the main circuit 
. , 

only when both output transistors are off simultaneo~sl~.' 

.Again, referring to:fig.23. the starting sequence is 

as follows. Assume that the input signal is zero. 

Initially,'TD1 "anQ'TD2 are in the. low voltage s~ate.,' 

Ql' Q~, QS.Q6' Q;. andQS.a~e oft."'Q3 ana Q~'are; 
saturated. 

(1) Qs become'sactive'and eventual~y saturates. (VS <VB) 
.. ' 

(2) QS pullsQS on and into satl:lr':1tion." The output, 

swi tche~ ,,!=o, the' . posi ti ve state." 
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(3) The feedbac](,,~ro,m.the output cau~~s Q3 to become 
.. 

active and to eve~tuallY turn off. The circuit is now 

, in an allowed state. 

(4) Q7 becomes active and eventually saturates. 

(5) Q7 shunts the base of QS causing Qa to turn off. ' 
. '. . :.. . . . . .. 

,The'startl.ng Cl.l'CUl.t,' no longer affects the mal.n Cl.rCUl.t. 

The hysteresis of the tunnel,JCliode circuit 
, . 

is calculated' w'ith th~ aid of figs. 24. 25 ~ 26, 'and 
! 

27. The compl,ementary emitter follower has, again. 

'been omitted because it has no effect on the switching 

and veryii ttl;~; effect on the hysteresis. A simple 
. ." . . 

piecewise: l,inear approximation of the tunne; diode • 

i-v'characteristic can be \:,sed. The piecewise linear 
" " 

approximation is ,shown in fig. 24. " . ". 
In the circuit of fig. 26,' 

A very accurate, but complicated, expression for the' ," 

hysteresis can b~ obtained' by solving thecircu'tof~,' 
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Fig. 26 
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Fig. 27 . Approximate EQ.u'ivalent Circuit at 'positive 'Threshold 
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figs. 25 & 26. However. a simpler approximate solution 

can "be obtained"""fr~in the circuit of fig. 27 if two 

conditions are met. If 

RI « RA " and 

RTl « RB, 

then the" coupling between th4i:! upper and lower parts of 

fig. 26 is" weak. The effect of the lower part on the 

upper part, can be neglected and vice versa. Theno~ly 

, the simple circuit of fig. 27 mus~ be analyzed. "In 

practice, thein~qualities, above, are satisfied since 

it is des'irabl~'to minimize the coupling between the" 

two tunnel diode circuits. 

The approximate transfer characteristic 

calculated fX'O~ fig." 27 i's shown 'in fig. 28. Referring 
• • I • 

to "fig. 28. 

Although Vp'" ipt and VCECsat.> all depend on 

temperature, "the th:ermal stability of, the tunnel dio4e 

threshold detector': is very good. The temperature ... .. 

dependenceof~v' and "i" is extremelywealc. The, 
," "'P ':', P 
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fluctuation of, these, 'parameters with temper~tur.e is 

'gene::rally less than O.'l\loe. Specifically. the 

peak current and voltage of a germanium tunnel diode. 

lN3713.'have the following tempe:rature coefficients: 

di' 
-, 1 ~a/oe < '..:..:l? 

dT 

typically. 

<.3 lAa/oe 

Temperatu:re 'va:riations have ~,g:reate:r effect o~ V CE (sat. ) ,; 

howeve~. fluctuations in VCE(sat.) are not important. 

As. long as' VB » VC~(sat..). fluct~ations in VeE(sat.>: 

do not 'have a strong e.ffect on the transfer character-
, . 

istic. A millivolt variation of VCE(sat.) niight Cause 
. . . . . 

a 10 microvolt variation in the transfer characteristic., 

, The tunnel diode stabilized threshpld detector 

can be adJusted 1:6, 'll~ve a hysteresis' of: less than' a 

millivolt. 'Since the series input resistors are 1000 
, ' -

o~s (Cf •. 'fig. 18). the signal ,currentsa~ of, the orde:r 

of microamperes ~wh~'n,:theinput voltagE! is in the milli- , 

volt' range.' When the circuit is ,operating wi~h', a 
, , 

~illivolt input signal~ the ,tunnel 'diodes a:re switching' 
, ' , 

when thei:- current changes'bya'microampe:re out of a 
• ,. '. f 
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milliampere. ,In ~ther,wo~dSt the tunnel diodes are 

switching consistantlyfrom the low voltage state to 

the high voltage state when their current changes by, 

0.1 \. ' 

The tunnel diode stabilized threshold 

detector is a sophisticated device. It, is also an ' 

expensive de'vice. But, the experimental circuit has ,less 
' .. ' :." 

. . ' . . . 

than 1 millivolt of ,hysteresis from d.c. to 500 kc/s 
, 

even though the'(Jircuit is by no means optimum.' The 

hysteresis 'of the device is directly dependent on the 
_,1, ',' ,,' 

supply voltages';',~~t,'the supplies must be regulated~" 

Since ,the tunnel diodes' set the switching t~resholds. 

one would expect the ,device to work at frequencies, 
, , ' 

welJ. al?oveSOO kc/s. "H~wevert the transistors limit 

the frequency range. Faster transistors should' 

allevia~e this problem. Some form of compensation 

in the feedb,ack p~thmight, also be useful. 

The most important point is that the stable .. ...... . 
,thresholds from two separate tunnel diode circuits 

.. , 

can be selected by, a "special output circuit and used 
; .• ' : '.~ " "',' ,I. '" " 

to form a'stable threshold detector. Negative 
, ,. 

<fe,edback' can. then. be used to adj ust the hysteresis. 
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':APPENDIX 

The' . transistor model· used in· the calculation 

df'the theoretical expressions is a simplified version 

of the Ebers-Moll model. The. simplified model is shown 
, 

in fig. 29. : Without such a simple model, the algebra 
. . . . .". becomes prohl.bl.tl.vely complex. <Furthermore, results 

cal~ulated with more accurate models often Y.ield . 
compl.icated expressions which do not give much insight 

into the basic· ~peration of the circuit. 

Referr.ing to' fig. 29. the diodes are assumed 
. i 

to be. ideal switches.' " V BE represents the ' voltage' drop 

across the base to emitter diode. VBt is ap'proximated: 

asa constant although, it is. in reality a logarithmic' 

. functiQn of the emitter:current. A useful equation .•. 

predicting. the b~havior. of V·BE •. is 

. , dT 
.(kT, .:,-..25 --If - + 

, q .. T. 

where IE·is,the.currentflowing out of the emitter. 

';:': .. : c'.;a;;~:.~Bnis also assumed to be coristant~Actual.l·y. 

B drops .atlow and high 'current'levels; however, in 

many transistors there is a wide range,of current·, 
• , f •. , •• ' '. ":". ! " . 

levels. for 'whl.ch· B :,1S. constant. The 8 of silicon' " 

transistors'usuallyincreases with temperature. ' 
.' . . 
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dB 
Generally, '1, 'loC, < - < 

dT 

When 'the' transistor is saturated, the co).lector 

to emitter voltage is approximated by a constant voltage, ' 
. '.. . , ',' . 

, ' 

, VCE(sat.). VCE,(sat.) is ,a function of the collector 

current andthe:'t~mperature. At moderate, currents,' 

where B is the forward current gain as before, and ,Br 
" 

is the reve~secul;'rent gain., Br is the "cur.rent:'gain 

, when the collector and emitter are interchaZ)ged. ,. In" 

general, ,~ »',B r -
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